?

you
ever

HAVE

WONDERED…
WE SURE HAVE!

�� Why is it that no matter whether you use
red, green, blue, yellow or pink bubble-bath
mix, the bubbles always turn white?

for the fear of long words
Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia?

�� If you decide you’re indecisive, which one
are you?

�� How can products be “new” and
“improved”? If it really is new, there’s
nothing to be improved.

�� Why do people BELIEVE IT when they’re
told there are four billion stars in the sky,
but they have to CHECK when they’re told
the paint is wet?

�� Why is it that we can “get in hot water”
when we “skate on thin ice”?

�� Why is he called DONKEY KONG
when he’s NOT A DONKEY?

�� Is there an exception to the rule that there’s
an exception to every rule?

�� When a PET BIRD sees you
READING a NEWSPAPER, does
he ever WONDER why you’re just sitting
there STARING at the CARPET?

�� Why do we say we’re “head over heels”
when we’re happy? Isn’t that the way we
usually are?

�� IF A CHRONIC LIAR TELLS YOU
THEY’RE A CHRONIC LIAR, DO YOU
BELIEVE THEM?

�� WHAT IS ANOTHER WORD
FOR THESAURUS?

�� IF MONEY DOESN’T GROW
ON TREES, WHY DO BANKS
HAVE BRANCHES?

�� If water conducts electricity, why don’t
all the fish in the ocean die when lightning
strikes it?
�� If Mars had earthquakes, would they be
called marsquakes?

�� Why isn’t the headline “Psychic Wins
Lottery” more common?
�� Why is “abbreviated” such a long word?

�� Why is it called a funny bone if you don’t
laugh when you hit it?

�� How does a farmer count his flock of
sheep without falling asleep?

�� WHY DO “IT’S AN UPHILL BATTLE” AND
“IT WENT DOWNHILL FROM THERE”
MEAN THE SAME THING?

�� What COLOUR do SMURFS
FEEL when they’re UPSET?
�� Why is the name of a phobia
44

�� If you stole a pen from a bank, would it be
considered a bank robbery?

�� Whose idea was it to put the letter “s” in the
word “lisp”?
�� WHY DID KAMIKAZE PILOTS
WEAR HELMETS?
�� Why are they called apartments when
they’re all stuck together?
�� WHY is it called a BUILDING when
it has ALREADY been BUILT?
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�� WHY DO PEOPLE DESCRIBE A GOOD
SLEEP BY SAYING THEY “SLEPT LIKE A
BABY” WHEN MOST BABIES WAKE UP
EVERY FEW HOURS?

